Re: Facial Recognition in the Administration of Public Benefits

Dear Commissioner:

The undersigned civil rights organizations call on the New York Department of Labor (“the Department”) to immediately cease its use of ID.me to evaluate applicants for unemployment insurance and all other public benefits. Facial recognition is biased, error-prone, and violates New Yorkers’ civil rights. Instead, the Department must adopt alternative, more reliable and secure, methods to verify claims.

During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, as millions lost their jobs, Governor Cuomo announced New York would condition unemployment insurance upon applicants submitting a face print to the Department.\(^1\) New York then turned to ID.me, a vendor that drew national outrage when selected by the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) for similar services…a decision the agency later had to reverse.\(^2\)

ID.me, and facial recognition generally, is biased and error-prone. Facial recognition is more inaccurate for darker skin tones, particularly for Black women.\(^3\) The technology has caused wrongful arrests\(^4\) and even mistaken congressmembers for criminals.\(^5\) Deploying such a biased technology in New York is discriminatory. We can’t trust ID.me to decide which New Yorkers get the economic lifeline that could mean the difference between losing an apartment or keeping the roof over a family’s head…the difference between shopping for groceries and seeing children go hungry.

While facial recognition may stand between New Yorkers and the money they desperately need, the biometric data it collects is a precious commodity for vendors. Even if that data is never

---


sold, it is a terrifyingly tempting target for hackers, attackers, and cybercriminals. Additionally, questions remain about how ID.me shares biometric data with law enforcement agencies, including Immigration and Customs Enforcement.6 The Department should never permit this sort of excessive data collection. Instead, we urge you to immediately cancel its contracts with ID.me and find a more secure method of delivering benefits.

We look forward to working with your staff on this matter. Please contact Surveillance Technology Oversight Project Executive Director Albert Fox Cahn at albert@stopspying.org or +1 (212) 518-7573 with any questions, comments, or concerns.

Sincerely,

S.T.O.P. – Surveillance Technology Oversight Project
NYU Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law
National Action Network
Freedom to Thrive
United Voices of Courtland
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6 “Privacy Policy,” ID.me, https://www.id.me/privacy.